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Tree & Tail
Ears high, claws sharp, tails quick. Rather than a story of people, this history 
explores generations of squirrels that climb and hide and thrive and die. 
You could tell the tale of the squirrels of a single great tree or a community 
that spans the whole forest and the other animals around them.

Are our squirrels normal animals or can they use tools, build things, 
etc? (You could also start one way and evolve across your history)

Squirrels can only do what squirrels do. �

They make rudimentary artifacts, like murals gnawed into bark or a cloak of leaves. �

They use tools and wear clothes. A knight-squirrel may wear a tabard and carry a tiny  �
sword.

What about other animals?

Squirrels are special, for whatever reason. The other species are mere animals. �

Other animals have their own communities and the squirrels can interact with them, for  �
better or worse.

There are other animals with their own communities but different species cannot  �
communicate with each other.

Is there more to the world than just root and branch?

The world is basically ordinary. Squirrels are worried about food and shelter not  �
spirituality.

Squirrels have spirituality and myth, but they are just beliefs. There is nothing  �
supernatural.

Spirits are real. The highest branches reach into the spirit world, and the deepest roots  �
reach down into realms of darkness…

Are there humans in our history?

No humans. �

Humans exist but we can’t understand them. Their doings are mysterious and perhaps  �
dangerous.

Humans and animals can interact and communicate. �

Start Bookend: How does the history begin?

Squirrels come to a new tree and call it home. �

The owl brings death, but some worship it as a terrible god. Others pray to the serpent. �

The great tree is dying. The rot has gone deep into its roots. �

End Bookend: How does the history end?

The last leaf falls from the great tree. It stands withered and empty. �

The great tree stands divided. Warring factions hold different branches. �

Squirrels dwell in trees no longer. Do they fashion burrows or cities? �

The Tree & Tail seed was created as part of the Microscope Explorer 
crowdfunding campaign, based on an idea by Microscoper extraordinaire, 
Pat Kemp. It is provided as a free download for all Microscope players.

Seeds are pre-made starting points for your history to help you agree on an 
idea and get playing more quickly. To use one, read the introduction aloud 
and then answer each question together to customize it. You could use the 
same seed over and over again and get a very different history every time.
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